
• Brand protection: Look for domains 
currently or historically owned by known 
brand infringers and cybersquatters.

• Threat actor profiling: Use any public 

identifier related to threat actors to track 

their domain footprints and study their 

malicious infrastructures

• IoC expansion: An IoC with unredacted
WHOIS data can lead to additional 
domains that currently or historically 
contain a specific WHOIS record detail.

• Competitor research: Uncover domains 

owned by competitors to keep track of their 

upcoming product launches, mergers and 

acquisitions, and other strategic activities.

• Third-party risk management: Study the 
domain portfolio of a supplier, vendor, or 
any third party to check for possible threats
or vulnerabilities.

• Attack surface management: Get a list of 
domains owned by a company as a starting 
point to check for vulnerabilities in their 
domain assets.

Product Sheet

Easy-to-Use Reverse WHOIS Service to Find

Domains with Specific WHOIS Record Identifiers

Uncovering domains owned by a particular person or
organization doesn’t have to be manual and tedious.
Getting access to the domain portfolio of a threat actor, supplier, client, competitor, or any

entity can provide a broader view of their activities and infrastructure. However, manually

pivoting off a WHOIS identifier—e.g., an email address, a company or person’s name, a

phone number, or a street address—isn’t practical. Automating the process also requires

advanced technical skills. To catch up with fast-paced domain activities, you need access

to a Reverse WHOIS service that can accurately return all the domains associated with an

entity of interest by looking for any identifier in their current and historical WHOIS records.

Keep track of an entity’s domain footprint with the most
comprehensive domain intelligence on the market.
Our domain intelligence actively tracks 565+ million domains and has historically tracked

774+ million domains, accumulating 15.6+ billion WHOIS records across 7,298+ TLDs. We

partner with the world’s largest Internet data aggregators, allowing us to add 210,000+ NRDs

and update 320,000+ WHOIS records daily. Our reverse WHOIS service is accessible

through an API, a web-based lookup tool, and as part of our 9-in-1 Domain Research Suite

(DRS). Test our reverse WHOIS service now or contact us for more information.

15.6B+
historical WHOIS records

320,000+
WHOIS records added or updated daily

210,000+
NRDs added daily

Discover domains connected to a particular individual or organization for:

Practical Usage

7,298+
TLDs

565M+
active domains tracked

774M+
domains tracked historically

https://reverse-whois.whoisxmlapi.com/lookup?mc=productsheet
https://reverse-whois.whoisxmlapi.com/api?action=show&subject=modal&id=contactUsModal&mc=productsheet


What Data Points Are Included?

Our reverse WHOIS service allows you to find domains connected by different WHOIS fields.

See the table below for their brief descriptions.

What Revere 

WHOIS Service 

Delivery Models 

Do You 

Provide?

About Us
WhoisXML API aggregates and delivers comprehensive domain, IP, DNS, and subdomain data repositories.

We have more than 52,000 satisfied customers from various sectors and industries, such as cybersecurity,

marketing, law enforcement, e-commerce, financial services, and more. Visit whoisxmlapi.com or contact us

at sales@whoisxmlapi.com for more information about our products and capabilities.

https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/
mailto:sales@whoisxmlapi.com
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